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ARTICLE VI.
THE NATURE AND INFLUENCE OF THE HISTORIC SPIRIT.
AD Ina1lg1lral DiIcoune, by Wnliam G. T. Shedd, ProfesllOf at Andover.

THE purpose of an Inaugural Discourse is, to give a corrt"Ct
and weighty impression of the importance of some particular
department of knowledge. Provided the term be employed in
the technical sense of Aristotle and Quinctilian, the Inaugural i.
a de-monstrative oration, the aim of which is to justify the existence of a specific professorship, and to magnify the specific discipline which it imparts. It must. consequently, be the general
object of the present discourse to praise the department, and
recommend the study. of history.
.
As we enter upon the field which opens out before us, we are
bewildered by its immense expanse. The whole hemisphere
overwhelms the eye. The riches of the subjeet embarrass the
diacussion. For history is the most comprehensive of all departments of human knowledge. In its unrestricted and broad signification. it includes all other branches of human inquiry. Everything in existence has a history. though it may not have a philosophy. or a poetry; and. therefore, history cOTers and pervades
and enfolds all things as the atmosphere does the globe. Its
subject-matter is aU that man has thought, felt, and done, and
the line of Schiller is true even if taken in iUt literal sense: the
final judgment is the history of the world.1 If it were desirable
to bring the whole encyclopaedia of human knowledge under a
single term, certainly history would be chosen as the most comprehensive and elastic of all. And if we consider the mental
qualifications required for its production, the department whose
nature and claims we are considering, still upholds its superiority,
in regard to universality and comprehensiveness. The historic
talent is inclusive of all other talents. The depth of the philosopher, the truthfulness and solemnity of the theologian, the dramatic and imaginative power of the poct, are all necessary to
the perfect historian, and would be found in him, at their height
1
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of excellence, did such a being exist. For it h8.8 been truly said,
that we shall sooner see a perfect philosophy, or a perfect poem,
than a perfect history.
We shall, therefore, best succeed in imparting unity to the
discourse of an hour, and in making a single and, theref~re,
stronger impression, by restraining that career which the mind
is tempted to make over the whole of this ocean-like arena, and
confining our attention to a single theme.
It will be our purpose, then, to speak,
Pint, Of that peculiar spirit imparted to the mind of an educa.ted man, by historical studies, which may be denominated the
historic spirit; and
.&co7tdly, Of its influence upon the theologian.
The historic spirit may he defined to be: the spirit of the race
a8 distinguished from that of the individual, and of all time as
diatinguished from that of one age.
We here assume that the race is as much a reality as the individual; for this is not the time nor place, even if the ability were
possessed, to reopen and reargue that great qnestion which once '
divided the philosophic world into two grand divisions. We
assume the reality of both ideas. We postulate the real and
distinct, though undivided, being of the common humanity and
the particular individuality. We are unable, with the Nominalist,
to regard the former as the mere generalization of the latter.
The race is more than an aggregate of separate individualities.
History is more than a collection of single biographies, as the
national debt is more than the lIum of individual liabilities.
Side by side, in one and the same subject; in every particular
humRn person; exist the common humanity with its universal
instincts and tendencies, and the individuality with its particular
interests and feelings. The two often come into conflict with
an earnestness, and at times in the epic of history with a terrible
grandeur, that indicates that neither of them is an abstraction;
that both are solid with the substance of an actual being, and
throb with the pulses of an intense vitulity.
The difference between history and biography involves the
distinct entity and reality of both the race and the individuaL
Biography is the account of the pecllliarities of the single person
disconnected from the species, and is properly concerned only
with that which is characteristic of him as an isolated individuaL
But that which is national and philanthropic in his nature; that
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which is soeial ILnd political in his conduct and career; all that
links him with his species and constitutes a part of the development of man on the globe; all. this is historical and not biogra.pmc. Speaking generally in order to speak briefly, all that
activity which springs up out of the pure individualism of the
person, nw,kes up the charm and entertainment of biography, and
all that activity which originatell in the humanity of the person
furnishes the matter and the grandeur of history.
History, then, is the story of the race. It is the exhibition of
the common generic nature of man as this is manifested in that
great series of individuala which is crowding on, ODe after q..
other, likes the waves of the sea, through the ages and genera.tions of time. History omits and rejects everything in this march
and movement of .human beings that is peculiar to them as lelfish units; everything that has interest for the man, but none for
mankind; and inscribes upon her tablet only that which apriDp
, out of the common humanity, and hence has interest for all mea
and all time.
History, therefore, is conhnUOUl in its nature. It is 80 becaul8
its subject-matter is a continuity. This common human nature
is in theproceyf continuous evolution, Bnd the wounded snake
drags its slow length aloDg down the ages and generations. No
single individual; no single age or generation; no sillgle nation·
ality, however rich and capacious; shows the whole of man, and
10 puts a stop to human development. The time will, indeed,
come, and the generation and the single man, will one day be,
ill whom the entire exhibition will close. The number of indi·
\'iduals in the human race is predetermined and fixed by Him
Who sees the end fdlm the beginning. But until the end of the
series comes, the development must go on continuously, and his.
tory which is the account of it, mllst be continuous also. It mU8t
b4' linked with all that has gODe before j it must be linked with
all that is yet to come. As it requires the whole aeries of indi.
\'iduals, in order to a complete manifestation of the species, so it
requires the whole series of ages and periods, in order to aa
entire history of it.
But while history is thus continuous in its nature, paradoxical
ks it may appear,\ it is at the same time comtplete in its spirit.
Observe that we are speaking of the abstract and ideal charactet
of the science; of that quality by which it differs from other
branches of kIlowledge. Weare nut speaking of anyone par..
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ticular history that has actually been composed, or of all histories
put together. History as actually written is not the accOlmt of
a complete process, becam~e, as we have just said, the development is still going on. Still, the tendency of the department is
to a conclusion. History looks to a winding up. We may say
of it, as Bacon says of unfulfilled prophecies: "though not fulfilled pnnctlially and at once, it hath a springing and germinant
accomplishment through many ages." History contains and
defines general tendencies; it intimates, at every point of the
line, a final consummation. The historical processes that have
actually taken place, all point at, and join on upon, the future
processes that are to he homogeneous with them. That very
continuity in the nature of history, of which we have spoken,
results in this completeness, or tendency to a conclusion, in ita
spirit. Like a growing plant, we know what it will come to,
though the growth is not ended. Fodt is characteristio of an
evolution, provided it is a genuine one, that seize it when Y0rl
will, and observe it at any point YOll please, you virtually seize
the whole; you observe it all. Each particular section of a
development, exhibits the qualities of the whole process, and the
organic part contemplated by itself, throbs wi"the general life.
Hence it is that eaoh particular history; of a nation, or an age,.
or a form of government, or a school of philosophy, or a Christian
doctrine; when conceived in the spirit of history, wears a finished
aspect, and sounds a full and fundamental tone. .And hence the
proverb: man is the same in all ages, and history is the repetition of the same lessons.
So universal and virtually complete in its spirit is history.
that a distinguished modern philosopher hal asserted that it may
become a branch of II primi knowledge, and that it actually does
become such in proportion as it becomes philosophic. Being
the history, not of a dislocation, but of a development, and this
of one race; being the exhibition of the unfolding of one single
idea of the Divine mind; ~he history of the world, he contends.
might be written beforehand by any mind that is' master of the
idea lying at the bottom of it. The whole courae and career of'
the world, whose history is to be written, is predetermined by its
plan. and supposing this to be known, the historian is more than
the" prophet looking backward." as Schlegel calls him; he is
the literal prophet. He does not merely inferentially fC)retell~
by looking back into the past, but he sees the whole past ao.d
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fllture &imulJantJUllSly present in the Divine idea of the world, of
which by the hypothesis he is perfectly possessed.
This philosopher believed in the possibility of luch an absolutely perfect and a priori history, because he taught that the
mind of man and the mind of God are ODe universal mind, and
that the entire knowledge of the one may consequently be possessed by the other. While, however, the philosopher erred
fatally in supposing thai any being but God the Creator, can be
thus perfectly possessed of the organic idea of history, or that
man can oome into an approximate possession of it except as it
ia revealed to him by the Supreme mind, in providence and
revelation, we must yet admit that the world il constructed
according to such an idea or plan, and that for this reason, coherence, completeness and universality are the distinguishing characteristics of its history.
While, therefore. we deny that history as actually written, or
as it shall be, comes up to t16s absolute and metaphysical perfection, it would be folly to deny that it hal made any approximation towards it, or that it will make still more. So far as history has been composed under the guiding light of this divine
idu, which is manifesting itself in the affairs of men j so far, in
other words, as it baa been written in the light of providence
and revelation; it has been composed wiUla·uth, and delJth, and
power. Historians have been successful in gathering the lessons
and solving the problems of history in proportion as they have
recognized a providential plan in the career of the world. and
have had some clear apprehension of it. The most successful
particulll.r histories seem to be parts of a greater whole. They
have an easy reference to general history; evidently belong to
it; evidently were written in its comprehensive spirit and by its
broad lights. So much does history abhor a scattering, isolating
and fragmentary method of treating the subject-ml1tter belonging
to it, that those histories which have been composed without I1ny
historic feeling i with no reference to the Divine plan I1ml no
connection with universal history; are the most dry and lifeless
productions in literature. "'ant of connection, and the abRcnce
of a unifying principle, are more marked, and more painfully
felt; in historical composition, than in any other species of literature. Even when the history is that of a brief period, or mere
point, as it were; ill universal space, the mind demands that it
be rounded and finished in itself; that it exhiilit, in little. that
VOL. XL Nu. 4~.
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same complete and coherent process, which is going on more
grandly, on the wider arena. of the world at large.
History, then, is the exhibition of the IffJIJcies. Its lessons may
be relied upon a.s the conclusions to which the human race have
come. In these historic lessons, the narrowness of individual
and local opinions ha.s been exchanged for the brea.dth and compa.ss of public and common sentiments. The errors to which
the single mind; the i80la.ted nnit, a.s' distinguished from the
organic unity, is exposed, a.re corrected by the sceptica.l and critica.l processes of the general mind.
What, for illustration, is the teaching of history in regard tp
the presence and relative proportions in a political constitution
of the two opposite elements, permanence and progression?
Will not the judgment, in rega.rd to thi~ vexed question, that
is formed on hUturic grounds, be, to say the lea.st, safer and truer,
than tha.t formed upon the scanty experience of an individual
man? Will not the decision of ode who haa ma.de up his mind
after a thoughtful study of the history of the ancient tyrannie8
and republics of Greece and Rome; of the republican States of
Italy in the middle ages; of the political history of Europe since
the formation of its modern State-system; be nea.rer the real
truth than that of a 2!,edged and zealous partisan, on either side
of the question; tb.-that of the ancient Cleon or Coriolanus;
than that of the modem Ron.seau or Filmer? And why will it
be nearer the truth? Not merely because these men were earnest and zealous. Ardor and zeal a.re well in their place. But.
because these minds were individual and local; because they
were not historic and general in views and opinions.
Take another illustration from the department of philosophy.
A great va.riety of theories have been projected respecting the
Dature and operations of the human mind, so that it becomes difficult for the bewildered inquirer to know which he shall adopt.
But will he run the hazard of fundamental error, if he assumes
that that theory is the truth, so far as tmth ha.s been reached.
in this domain, which he finds substantially present in the philosophic mind in all ages? if he concludes tila.t the historic
philosophy is the true. philosophy? And will it be safe for the
individual to set up in this department, or in the stili higher one
of religion, doctrines which have either never entered the
human mind before, or, if they have, have been only transient
'residents ?
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, The fact is, no ooe individual mind is capable of accomplishing, alone and by itself, what the race is destined to accomplish
only in the slow revolution of itl! cycle of existence. It is not
by the thought of anyone individual, though he were as profound
as Plato and as intuitive ,as Shakspeare, that truth is to obtain
an exhaustive manifestation. The whQle race is to try its power,
and, in the end, or rather at every point in the endless career, is
to acknowledge that the absolute is Dot yet fully known; that
the kno.....ledge of man is still at an infinite distance from that of

God.
Much has been said, and still is, of the spirit of the age; and
extravagant expectations have been formed in regard.' to itl!
insight into truth and its power of applying it for the progress or
the species. But a single age is merely an individual of larger
growth. There is always lIOmething particular, something local,
lIOlIlethiBg temporary, in every age, and we must not look here
for the generic and universal any more than in the notione of the
individu.&:! man. No age is historic, in and by itself. Like the
individual, it only contribtttes its portion of investigation and
opinion, to the sum total
material which is to undergo the
test, not of an age, but of the ages.
Considera.tions like these go to show, that there is in that
which is properly historic, nothing partial, nothing defective,
nothing one-sided. It is the individual which has these charaeteristiC8 j and only in proportion as the individual mIlD becomes
historic in his views, opinions and impressiops; only as his culture takes on this large and catholic spirit, does he become truly
educated. It iathe sentiment of mankind at large, it is the opinion of the race, which ia to be accepted as truth. This is furnished by history. When, therefore, the mind of the student, in
the course of its education, is subjected to the full and legitimate
influence of historical studies, it is subjected to a rectifying influ·
ence. The individual eye is purged, so that it sees through '8,
crystalline medium. That darkening, distorting ma!ter, composing oftentimes the idiosyncracy rather than the illdividuality of
the intellect, is drained off.
Having thus briefly discussed the nature of the historic spirit
by a reference to the abstract nature of history, let lUI now seek
to obtain a more concrete and lively knowledge of it, by lookillg
at some of its actual inthiences upon the student Let us specify
i1DIDe of the characteristics of the historic mind.

0'
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1. In the first place, the historic mind is both reverent and
vigilant.
The study of history raises the intellect to a loftier eminence
than that occupied by the student of the present; the man of
the time. The vision of the latter is limited by his own narrow horizon, while that of the former goes round. the globe.
As a consequence, the historic mind is impressed with the
vastness of truth. It knows that it is too vast to be all known
by a single mind, or a single age; too immense to be taken
in at a single glance; much less to be stated in a single
proposition. Historical studies have, moreover, made it aware
of the fact that truth is modifif-d by passing through a variety of
minds; that each form taken by itself is imperfect, and that, in
some instances at least, all forms put together do not constitute
a perfect manifestation of the u daughter of time." The posture
and bearing of such a mind, therefore, towards all truth, be it
human or divine, is at once reveren~ and vigilant. It is seriously
impressed by the immensity of the field of knowledge, and at
the same time is adventurous and e;terprising in ranging over it
For it was when the human imagiwtion was most impressed by
the vastness of the globe, that the spirit of enterprise and adventure was most rife and successflJl. Before the minds of Columbus and De Garno., hefore the imagination of the Northmen and·
the early English navigators, space stretched away westward
and southward like the spaces of astronomy, and was invested
with the awfulness and grandeur of the spaces of the Miltonic
Pandaemon~um. Yet this sense of space, this mysteriolls consciousness of a vaster world, was the very stimulation of the
navigator; the direct cause of all modem geographical discovery.
The merely individual mind, on the contrary, seeing but one
form of truth, or, at most, but one form at a time, is apt to take
this meagre exhibition for the full reality, and to suppose that it
has reached the summit of knowledge. It is self-satisfied and
therefore irreverent. It is disposed to rest in present acquisitions
and therefore is neither vigilant nor enterprising.
2. And this naturally suggests the second characteristic ot: the
historic mind: its productiveness and originality.
Such a mind is open to truth. The first condition to the advancement ofleaming is fulfilled by it; for it is the fine remark
of Bacon, that the kingdom of science, like the kingdom of heaven, is open only to the child; only to the reverent, recipient.
;
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8Dd docile understanding. Perhaps nothing contributes more to
binder the progress of truth than self-satisfied ignorance of what
the human mind has already achieved. The age that isolates
itself from the rest of the race and settles down upon itself, will
accomplish but little towards the development of the race or of
truth. The individual who neglects to make himself acquainted
with the history of men and of opinions, though he may be an
intense man within a very narrow circumference. will make no
real advance and no new discoveries. Even the ardor and zealous energy. often exhibited by such a mind. and. we may ~ay,
characteristic of it, contribute rather to its growing igno~ce,
than its growing enlightenment. For it is the ardor of a mind
exclusively occupied with ita own peculiar notions. Its zeal is
begotten by individual peculiarities, and expended upon them.
Having no humble sense of its own limited ability, in comparison with the vastness of truth, or even in comparison with the
power of the univ~rsal hllm8D mind, it closes itself against the
great world of the past, and, as a penalty for this, hears but few
of the deeper tones of the" many voiced present." In the midst
of colors it is blind j in the midst of sounds it is deaf.
That mind, on the contrary, which is imbued with the enterprising spirit of history, contributes to the progress of truth ant
knowledge among men, by entering into the great process of
inquiry and discovery which the race as snch has begun 8Dd is
carrying on. It moves onward with fellow-mindB, in the line of
a preceding advance, and consequently receives impulse from
all the movement and momentum of the past. It joins on upon
the truth which has actually been developed, and is thereby
enabled to make a positive and valuable addition to the existing
knowledge of the human race.
For the educated man, of all men, slwuld see and constantly
remember, that progress in the intellectual world, does not imply
the discovery of truth absolutely new; of truth of which the
human mind never bad even an intimation before. and which
came into it"bya mortal leap, abrupt and startling. without ante·
cedents and without premoniti()ns. Tbjs would be rather of the
Dature of a Divine revelation than of a human discovery. A.
revelation from God is different in kind from a discovery of the
hnman reason. It comes down from another sphere, from another mind, than that of man; and, although it is COIlformed to
the wants of the human race, can by no meBDB be regarded u ..
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natural development out of it; 88 a merely historical process,
like the origination of a new form of government, or a new school
of philosophy. A discovery of the human mind, on the contrary,
is to be regarded as the pure, spontaneous, product of the human
mind; as one fold in its unfolding.
It follows, consequentlt, that progress in human knowledge,
progress in the development of human reason, does not imply
the origination of truth absolutely and in all respects unknown
before. The human mind has presentiments; dim intimations;
which thicken all along the track of human history like the hazy
belt of the galaxy among the clear, sparkling, mapped stlU"ll.
These presentiments are a species and a grade of knowledge.
They are not distinct and stated knowledge, it is true, but they
are by no means blank ignorance. The nebulae are vi.nb/e,
though not yet resolved. Especially is this true in regard to the
mind of the m~e; the geneml and historic ~d. How often is
the general mind restless and uneasy with the dim anticipation
of tho! future discovery? This unrest, with its involvecl longing,
and its potential knowledge, comes to its height, it is true, in
the mind of some one individual who is most in possession of
the spirit of his time, and who is selected by Providence as the
immediate instrument of the actual and stated discovery. But
such an one is only the secondary cause of an effect, whose first
cause lies lower down and more abroad. There were Reformers
before the Reformation. Luther articulated himself upon a process that had already begun in the Christian church, and ministered to a want, and a very intelligent want too, that was already
in existence. Columbus shared in the enterprising spirit of hill .
time, and differed in degree, and not in kind, from Ute bold navigators among whom he was born and bred. That vision of the
new world from the shores of old Spain; that presentiment of
the existence of another continent b~yond the deep;. a presentiment so strong as almost to justify the poetic extravagance of
Schiller's sonnet, in which he says, that the boding mind of the
mariner would have created a continent, if there had been none
in the trackless West \0 meet his anticipation; that prophetic
sentiment, Columbus possessed, not as an isolated individual,
but as n mun who had grown up with his age and into his age;
whose teeming mind had becD informed by the traditions of history, and whose active imagination had been fired by the strange
narratives of anterior and contemporaneous navigation.
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Another proo( of the position thllt the individual mind owes
much of its inventiveness and originality to its ability to join on
upon the invention and origination already in existence, is found
in the' fact, that some of the most mark.ed discoveries in science
have occurred simultaneously to different minds: The dispute
between the adherents of Newton aildLeibnitz respecting priority of discovery in the science of Fluxions, is hardly yet settled;
but the candid mind on either side will acknowledge that, be~he mere matter of priority of detailed discovery and publication
as it may, neither of these great minds was a servile plagiary.
The Englishman, in regard to the German, thought alone
and by himself; and the German, in regnrd to the Englishman,
thought alone and hy himself. But both thought in the light of
past discoveries, and of all then existing mathematical knowledge. Both were under the laws and impulse of the general
.scientific mind, as that mind had manifested itself historically in
preceding discoveries, and was now using them both as its organ
of investigation and medium of distinct announced discovery.
The dispute between the English and French chemists. respecting the comparative merits of Black and Lavoisier, is still kept
np; but here, too, candor must acknowledge that both were origi:
Dal investigators, and that an earlier death of either would not
have prevented the discovery.
Now in both of these instances the minds of individuals had
been set upon the trail of the new discovery by history; by a
knowledge of the then present state and wants of science.
They had kept up with the history of science; they knew what
had actually been achieved; they lIaw what was still needed.
They felt the wants of science, and·these felt wants were dim
anticipations of the supply, and finally led to it. It was because
Newton and Leibnitz both labored in a historical line of direc•.
tion, that they labored in the same line, and came to the same
result, each of and by himself. For this historical basis for
inquiry and discovery is common to all. And as there is but one
truth to be discovered, and ~ut one high and royal road to it, it
is not surpr:siog that often several minds should reach the goal
simultaneously.
A striking instance of the productive power imparted to the
individual mind by its taking the central position of history, is
seen in the department of philosophy. In this department it is
.imply impossible, for the individual thinker to make any ad·
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vance unless he first make himself acquainted with what the •
human mind has already accomplillhed in this sphere of investigation. Without some adequate knowledge of the course whieh
philosophic thought has already taken, the individual inquirer in
this oceanic region is all afloat. He does not even know where
to begin, because he knows not where others have left off; and
the system of such 0. philosopher, if it contain truth, is most commonly but the dry repetition of some previous system. Originality and true progress here, as elsewhere, are impossible without history. Only when the individual has made his mind historic by working his way into that great main current of philosophic thought, which may be traced from Pythagoras to Plato anti
Aristotle, from Aristotle to the Schoolmen, and from the Schoolmen to ,Kant, and moving onward with it up to the point where
the next stage of true progress and normal development is to
join on; only when he has thus found the proper point of departure in the present state of the science, is he prepared to depart,
and to move forward on the straight but limitless line of philosophic inquiry. It is for this reason that the speCUlative systems
of Germany exhibit such productiveness and originality. Whatever opinion may be held respecting the correctness of the Germanic mind in tills department, no one can deny its fertility.
The Teutonic philosopher first prepares for the appearance of
his system, by a history of philosophy in the past, and then aims
to make his own system the crown and completion of the entire
historic process; the last link of the long chain. It is true that,
in every instance thus far in the movement of this philosophy,
the intended last link has only served as the support of another
and still other links, yet only in this way of historic prepamtion
could such a productive method of philosophizing have been
attained. Only from the position of history, even though it be
falsely conceived, can the specuiatiY6 reason construct new and
original systems.
'
A good illustration of the defectiveness which mnst attach to
a system of philosophy, when it is not conceived and constructed
in the light of the history of philos~phy, is seen in tne 8O,call~
Scotch school. A candid mind must admit that the spirit and
general aim of this system 'Was sound and correct. It was a reaction against the sensual school, especially as that system had
been run out to its logical extreme in France. It tecognjzed and
made much of first truths, and that faculty of the mind whicl~
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the ablest teacher of this school loosely denomjnated Common
Sense, and still more loosely defined, was unquestionahly meant
to be a power higher than that which" judges according to scnse."
But it was 'not an ,original system, in the sense of grasping 'with
a stronger and more scientific grasp than had ever been done
before, upon the standing problems of }:>hilosophy. It iI' tme that
it addressed itself to the solution of the old problems, in the
main, in the right spirit and from a deep interest in the truth,
but it did not go low enough down, and did not get near enough
to the heart of the difficulty, to constitute it an original and powerful system of speculation. Its great defect is the lack of a
scientific spirit, which is indicated in the fact that, although it
has exerted a wide influence upon the popular mind, it haa
exerted but little influence upon the philosophic mind, either of
Great Britain or the Continent.
.And this defect is to be traced chiefly to the lack of aD extensive and profound knowledge of the history of philosophic speculation. The individual mind, in this instance, attempted a
refutation of the acute arguments of scepticism, without much
knowledge of the previous developments of the sceptical understanding and the counter-statements of true philosophy. A comprehensive and reproductive study of the ancient Grecian philosophies, together with the more elaborate and profound of the
modern systems, would have been a preparatory discipline for
the Scottish reason that would have armed it with a far more
scientific and original power. Its aim, in the first place, would
have been higher, because its sense of the difficulty to be overcome would have been far more just and adequate. With more
knowledge of what the human intellect had already accomplished, both on the side of tmth and of error, its reflection
would have been more profound; its point of view more central;
its distinctions and definitions more philosophical and scientific;
and its refutations more conclusive and unanswerable. 1
J

Tblt deftcienc.-y in leieniliic character, in die Scotch philosophy, is felt by hi

and Ablest defender, Sir William Hamilton. Far more deepl, imbued
himsell with the spirit of the department dian eithar Reid or Stewart 'l1'&li, becaase of a much wider and more thorough scholarship than either of them poe1leS8ed., be haa been laboring to gin it what it lacks. Bnt it is more than dou'"
lui whether any mind that denic8 the poaaibility of metaph,siea as diatinpilhet1
from psychology, wiU be able to do milch towards imparting a - - I ' J aud
.a-tific character eidler to philosophy generally, or to a Iystem which ia popu,
Jar rather than philosopbic, ill its foundatioDl and snperstructure.
prell4!Dt
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Thus we mig~t examine all the departments of human knowledge, singly by themselve8, and we shoald find that, in regard to
each of them, the individual mind is made at once recipient and
original by the preparatory discipline of historical studies and
the p08Session of the historic spirit. Even in the domain of Literature and Fine Art, the mind that keeps up with the progre!lS of
the nati~n or the race; the mind that is able to go along with the
great process of national or human development in this department; is the original and originant mind. Although in Poetry
and Fine Art, freshness and originality seem to depend more uponthe impulse of individual genius and less upon the general move~
ment of the national or the universal mind, yet here, too, it is &
fact, that the founders of particular schools; we mean schools of
eminent and historic merit; have been men of extensive study,
and liberal, lwiversal sympathies. The great masters of the .
several schools of It.ali8J1. Art, were diligent students of'the Antique, and had minds open to truth and nature in all the schools
that preceded them. They, moreover, cherished. a historic feeling and spirit, by a most intimate and general intercourse with
each other. The generous rivalry that prevailed, sprung up from
a close and genial study of each other's productions. The vieW'
which Celleni presents us of the relations of the Italian artists
w each other, and of the general spirit that prevailed among
them, shows that there was very little that was bigoted and individual in those minds so remarkable for originality and productiveness.
A very fine and instructive illustration of the truth we are,
ende'avoring to establish, is found in the department of Literature
in the _poet Wordsworth. This man was a student. He cultivated the poetic faculty within him as sedulously as Newton
cultivated the scientific genius within him. He retired up into
the mountains, when he had once determined to make poetry
the aim of his literary life, and by the thoughtful pemsal of the
English poets, as much as by his brooding contemplation of
external nature, enlarged and strengthened his poetic power.
-By familiarizing himse,lfwith the spirit and principle; the inu'ard
history, of English poetry, he became largely imbued with the
national spirit. And he was thorough in this cour:se of study.
He not only devoted himself to the works of the first Englisl1
poets, the Chaucers, Spensers, Skakspeares and Miltohs; but he
patiently studied the productions of the second class, SQ rouc~
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neglected by Englishmen, the Drayton I, the Daniels, and the
DomM. The works of these latter are not distingnilhed for
passion in !lentiment or beauty in form, but they are remarkable
for that thoroughly English property, thoughtful sterling sense.
Wordsworth was undoubtedly attracted to these poets, not merely
because he believed, with that most philosophic of English crifiC8
Who was h.is friend and oontemporary, that good sense is the
body of poetry, butjecause he saw that an acquaintaDce with
them waa necessary to a thorough knowledge of English pqetry
considered as a historic process of development, as one phaae
of the English mind. For, although a poem like the Polyolbioa
of Drayton can by no means be put into the first class with the
Faery Queen of Spenser, it yet contains far more of the English
temper and exhibits far more of the flesh and muscle of th8
native mind. These critics Wordsworth had patiently studied,
as is iodicated by that vein of strong sense which mns like a
muscular cord through the more light and airy texture of his
musings. It was because of this hiltorical training as a poet,
that Wordsworth's poetry breathes a far loftier and ampler spirit
than it would have done had it been like that of Byron, for '
example, the product of an intense, but ignorant and narrow,
individualism. And it was also because of this training, that
Wordsworth, while preserving as original an individuality, certainly,as any poet of his time, acquired a much more national
and universal poetic spirit than any other poet of his time, and
ft8 the most productive poet of his time.
The result, then, of the discussion of the subject under this
head is, that the individual mind acquires power of discernment
and power of statement only by entering into a process already
going 00; into the great main movement of the common human
mind. In no way-can the educated man become genially recipient, and at the same time richly productive, but by a profound
study of the development which truth has already attained in
tbe history of man and the world.
3. The third characteristic of the historic mind is its union of
moderation and enthusiasm.
One of the most distinct and impressive teachings of history
is, that not every opinion which springs up and has currency in
8. particular age. is true for all time. History records the rise and
great popularity, for a while, of many a theory which succeeding
ages have consigned to oblivion, and which has exerted no per.
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manent influence upon human progress. There alWays are,
among the opinions 8.Qd theories prevalent in any particular
period, Bome, and perhaps many, that have not truth enough in
them to preserve them. - And yet these may be the TeTy ones
that seize upon -the individu&:J. and local mind with moat violence
and most immediate effect. Because they are partial and narrow, they for this reason grasp the popular mind mqre fiercely
and violently. Were they broader and mo~ universal in their
character, their immediate influence might be less visible, because it would extend over a far wider surface, and go down to
a much lower depth. A blow upon a single point makes a deep
dint, but displaces very few particles of matter. while a steady
heavy pressure over the whole surface, changes the position oC
every atom. with but little superficial change.
The proper posture. therefore. of the individual mind, and,
especially. of the educated mind. towards the current opinion.
of the age in which he lives, is, that of moderation. The edu·
cated man should keep his mind equable, and, in some degree,
aloof from passing views and theories. He ought not to allow
theories that have just come into existence to seize upon his
understanding with all that assault and onset with which they
take captive the uneducated, and, especially. the un historic mind.
Of what use are the teachings of history if they do not serve to
render the mind prudently distrustful in regard to new-born
opinions, at the same time that they throw it wide open and fill
it with a strong confidence towards all that has historically proved
itself to be true 1 Is it for the cultivated man, the man of broad
and general views, to throw himself without reserve IUld with all
his weight, into what, for aught he yet knows. may be only a
cross-current and eddy. instead of the inain stream of truth ?
Now it is only by the possession of a historic spirit that tho
individual can keep himself sufficiently above the course of things
about him, to enable him to judge correctly concerning them.
Knowing what the human mind haS already accomplished in &.
particular direction, in art or science, in philosophy or religion,
he very soon sees whether the particular movement of the time
in anyone of these directionsl win or will not coincide with the
preceding movement and be concurrent with it. He occupies a
height, a vantage ground. by virtne of his extensive historical
knowledge, and he stands upon it. not with the tremor and fervor of a partisan, but with the calmneli8 and insight (Jf a judge.
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Suppose the activity of an age, or of an individual, manifests
itself in the production of a new theory in religion; of some new
statement of Christian doctrine; the mind that is well versed in
the history of the Christian church, and of Christian doctrine,
will very quickly see whether the new joius on upon the old;
whether it is an advance in the line of progress or a deviation
from it. And his attitute will be accordingly. He will not be
led astray with the multitude or even with the age. Through
all the fervor and zeal of the period, he will preserve a moderate
and temperate tone of mind; committing himself to current
opinions no faster ~han he sees they will amalgamate with the
truth which the human mind has already and conressedly discovered in past ages; with historic truth.
This modcration in adopting and maintaining currcnt opinions
is an infallible characteristic of a true scholar, of a ripe eulturc.
And it is the fruit of that criticism and scepticism which is generated by hi~torical study. For it is one of the effects of history to
render the mind critical and sceptical; not, indeed, in respcct to
truth that has stood the test of time, but to truth that has just
made its appearance. It would be untrue to say that the study
of history genders absolute doubt and unbelief in the mind; that
it tends generally and by its very nature to unsettle faith in the
good and the true. This would be the case if there were no
truth in history; if history were substantially the record of dissension and disagreement; if, above the din and uproar of dis·
cordant voices, one clear and clarion·like voice did not make
itself heard as the voice of universal history. Weare all familiar
with the story told of Raleigh, who js said to have destroyed the
unpublished half of his history, because of severnl persons who
professed to describe an occurrence in the Tower Court, which
he had also witnessed from his prison window; each gave a dif·
ferent vCrSion of it, and his own differed from theirs. But his·
tory is ,ot thus uncertain and unreliable. It teaches but one
lesson .. It reveais but one trnth. Down through the ages and
generations it traces one straight line, and in tIlls one line of
direction lies truth, and out of it lies error. Its record of the
sliceesscs and triumphs of truth certainly teaches a correct lesson,
and its recol'd of the Sllccesses and triumphs of error is but the
dark background from which truth stands out in still more bold
and impressive reality. Whatever may be the case with particular histories by particular individuals, the main current of hia·
VOL.
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tory nms in one direction, and the great lesson of history is in
favor of tmth and righteousness.
Not, then, towards well-tried and well-established truth, but
towards apparent and newly-discovered tmth, does history engender.criticism and scepticism. The past is secure. That which
has verified itself by the lapse of time, and the course of experiment, and the sifting of investigation, is commended as absolute
and universal truth to the individual mind, aUlI history bids it to
believe and doubt not. But that which is current merely; that
which in the novelty and youth of its existence is carrying all
men away, must stand trial; must be brought to test, as all its
predecessors have beeD. Towards the opinions and theories of
the present, so far as they differ from those of the past, history
is inquisitive, and critical, and sceptical, not for the purpose, be
it remembered, of proving them to be false, bnt with the generous hope of evincing them to be true. For the scepticism of
history is very different from scepticism in religion. The latter
is always in some way biassed and interested. It springs ont of
a desire, cOllseious or unconscions, to overthrow that which the
gencml mind has found to be true, and is resting in as truth.
Scepticism in religion has always been in the minority; at war
with the received opinions of the l11CO, and consequently with
all that is historic. There never was an individual sceptic, from
Pyrrho to Strallss, who was not lluhistoric; who did not take his
stand outside of the great travelled road of human opinion; who
did not try to disturb the human race in the possession of opinions that had come down from the beginning, besides having all
the imstillcts of reason to corroborate them. But the scepticism
of history has 110 desire to overthrow any opinion that has verified itself in the course of ages, and been organically assimilated,
in the course of human development. .All such opinion and all
such truth constitutes the very substance of history itself; its very"
"ritality awl charm for the human mllld; and, thereHfe, can
never be the object of dOllbt or attack for gennine historic sceptiCism. On the contmry, the sifting and critical methods of history have no other end (lr aim but to make Ii real addition to the
existing stock of well·a:;certained tmth, and to prevent any erroneous opinion or theory from going into tlus sum-total, and thus
receiving the stamp aud endorsement of history. This criticism
aud scepticism which history employs is simply for self-protection_
These sceptical and sifting processes IU'C gone through with, to
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preserve history pure from the individual, the local, and the temporary, and to keep it universal and absolute in its contents and
spirit.
Now it might seem at first glance, that tms modemtion of
mind towards current opinions would preclude all earnestness
and enthusiasm in the educated man; that the historic spirit
must necessarily be cold and phlegmatic. It might seem that it
would be impossible for such a mind to take an active and vigorOUf! interest in the age in which it lived, and that it would be out
of its element amid the stir and motion going on all around it.
Thia is substantially the objection which the half-educated disciple of the present brings against history and historical views
and opinions.
But this is a view that is false from defect; from not (,,ontaining the wlwle truth. It arises from not taking the full ideo. of
history into the mind. This idea. like all strictly so-called ideas,
contains two opposites, which. to the superficial glance, look like
irreconcilable contraries, but to a deeper and more adc(luate
intuition, are not only perfectly reconcilable, but are opposites in
whose conciliation consists the vitality and fertility of the idea,
and of the science founded upon it. History, as we have seen,
is both continuOllS and complete; and continuity and completeness are opposite conceptions. It is, in the first place, the record
of a deVelopment that must un intermittently go Oil, and cannot
cease, uutil the final consummation. And it is, in the s('eond
pla~e, complete in its spirit, because at every point in the con·
tinuous process there are indications of the collsummat.ion; tendencies to an ultimate end. No part of history is irrelative.
Even when it is but the history of a particular period, a ~mall
section of the great historic process, it exhibits this complete and
universal spirit by clinging to what precedes and pointing to
what succeeds; by its large disc,ol1rse of reason looking hl'tore
and after. But the objector does not reconcile these opposites
in hi.~ own mind; he does not take this comprehcnsive and full
view of history. Whether he acknowledges it or 11ot, his view
really is, that the many several ages of which history takes cognizancc, have no inward connection with each other, nor any
common tendency, and consequently that the whole entire past,
in relation to the prescnt, is 0. nonentity. It is gone, with all that
it was and did, into" the dark backward and abysm" of time,
and the present age, like every other, starls indcpt-ndent and
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alone upon its particular mission. His view of history is atomic.
On his theory, there is no such thing as either connected ev0lution or explanatory tennination, in the course of the world.
There is no human race, no common humanity, to be manifested
in the millions of individuals, and the multitudes of ages a.o:d
epochs. On this theory, there is and can be nothing in the pB8t,
in which the present hill! any 1!Ual interest j nothing in the past
which hill! any a.u.tJwrity for the present j nothing in the past
which constitutes the root of the present, and nothing in the
present which constitutes the genu of the future. History, on
this theory, hill! no principle; no organization. It is a mere
eataloglle of events j a mere list of occurrences.
It is because the imperfectly educated disciple of the present,
really takes this view of history, that he asserts that historic
views and opinions are deadening in their influence upon the
mind, and that the historic spirit is a lifeless spirit If he believed
ill' a living concatenation of events and a vital propagation or
in1luences in history, he would not say that that which i; truly
historical, is virtua.Jly dead and buried. If he believed that no
one age, any more than anyone individual, contains the whole
of human development within itself, but is only one fold of the
great unfolding, he would suspect, at least, that there might he
elements in the plll!t so assimilated and wrought into the history
of universal man that they are matters of living interest for every
present age. If he believed that truth is reached only by the
successive and consentaneous endeavors of many individual
. minds, each making use of all the labors of its predecessors, and
each taking up the standing problem where its predecessors had
dropped it; if the too zealOllS disciple of the present believed
that truth is thus reached only by the efforts of the race; of the
universal mind in distinction from the individual; he would find
life nil "nlong the line of human history; he would see that in
tnking into his mind a historic view or opinion he WIll! lodging
there the highest intensity of mental life; the very purest and
densest renson of the race.
Instead. therefore, of being cold, phlegmatical and lifeless, the
hi.storic mind is really the only truly living and enthnsilll!tie
mind. It is the only mind that is in communication. It is the
only mind that is not isolated. And in the world of mind, intercommunication is not more necessary to a vital process, and isolation or breaking off is not more destructive of a vital process,
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than in the world of nature. That zeal, begotten by the narrow
views of an individual, or a locality, or an age, which the unbi.toric mind exhibits, is an altogether different thing from tbe
enthusiasm of a spirit enlarged, educated and hb£'ralized by an
acquaintance with all ages and opinions. Enthusiasm springs
out of the contemplation of a whole; zeal from the examination
of a part. And there is no surer test amI sign of intellectual
vitality than enthusiasm; that deep and sustained interest which
is grounded in the broad views and profound intuitions of
history.
But while the well-read student of history preserves a wise
and cautious moderation, in the outset, towards current opinions,
yet, because of this genial and enthusia~tic interest in the truth
which the humlln mind has actually and without' dispute arrived
at, he in the end comes to take all the interest in the views and
theories of the present, which theI really deserve. The historic
mind does no ultimate injustice. So far aDd 80 fast as it finds
that the new movement of the present age is a natnral continnation of the unfinished develollment of the P8.lt, does he acknowledge it as a step in advance, nnd receives the new element into
his mind and into his culture with all the entlmsio.sm and all the
feeling with which he adopts the great historical systems of antiquity. In this way the historic mind is actually more truly alive
. and interested even in relation to the present, than the man of
the present. It appreciat.el! the real excellence of the time more
intelligently and profoundly, and it certainly has a far more inspiriting view of the connection of this excellence with the excellence that has preceded it, and which is the root of it. How
much more inspiring and enlivening is that vision which sees
the progress.of the present linked to that of all the past, and contributing to make up that long line of development extending
through the whole career of the human •species, than that vision
which sees but one thing at 0. time, and does not even know that
it hW:J any living references, or any organic connections whatever!
As an exemplification of the preceding remarks, contemplate
for a moment the historian Niebuhr. His was a genuinely historic mind He conceived a!ld constructed in the tnte spirit of
history. He always viewed events in the light of the organization by which they were shaped and of which they ,vere elementary pa.rts. He saw by a native sagacity, in which respect he
Dever had a superior, the idea lying at the bottom of a historical
31.
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process; such, for eXlUllple, 8.8 the separate roun~on of the
city of Rome; the rise and formation of the Roman population;
the growth and consolidation of the plebeians; and built up his
account of it, out of it and upon it. His written history thus
corresponds with a fresh and vital correspondence with the
actual history; with the living process itself. In this way he
reproduced history in his pages, and the student is carried
along through the series with all the interest and charm
-of an actor in it. So sagacious was his intuition . that,
a.lthough two thousand years further off from them in time, he
has unquestionably 80 reconstructed the very facts of the early
history of Rome, as to bring them nearer the actual matter of
fact, than they appear in the legendary pages of Livy. It was
the habit of his mind, both by nature and by an aequisition u
minute 8.8 it was vast, to look at human life as an indivisibt.
unity, and to connect together all the ages, empires, civilizations
and literatures, of the world by the bond of a common development; thus organizing the immense amount of material contained in human history into a complete and symmetrical whole.
But slow and sequ8cious as the movements of such an organizing and thoroughly historic mind were, and must be fro.m the
nature of the case, we do not hesitate to aflirm that the mind of
the historian Niebuhr was one of the most vividly alive and profoundly enthusiastic minds in all literarr history. He was not
spared to complete his great work as it lay in him to have done,
and as he would have done, immense as it was, had he lived to
the appointed age of man. He left it a fragment. He left it a
Torso which no man can complete. But from that fragment has
gushed, as from many living centres, all the life and power not
only of Roman history, but of history generally, ~ince his day.
It gave an impulse to this whole department which it still continues to feel, besides feproducing itself in particular schools a.nd.
particular individuals. It is the work which more than any other
one production, shaped the opinions of the most vigorolls and
enthusiastic of English historians, the lute Dr. Arnold. And that
serious spirit which we find in history since the days of Niebuhr.
when compared with the moral indiHerence characterizing the
department before his day and toOa great extent during his day.
ill to be traced to his reverent recognition of a personal Deity in.
history, and his deep belief in the freedom and accountability of'
man.
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But the man himself, 118 well as his wOlb, was full of
and he showed it nowhere more plainly than in his direct address
to the minds of his pupils. .. When he spoke," says one of them,
"it always appeared as if the rapidity with which the thoughts
occurred to him, ohstructed his power of communicating them in
regular order or succession. Nearly all his sentences, therefore,
were anacoluths; for, before having finished one, he began 1Ulother, perpetually mixing up one thought with another. without
producing anyone in its complete form. This peculiarity was
more p~rticularly striking when he was laboring under any Olental excitement, which occurred the oftener, 118, with his great
sensitiveness, he felt that warmth of interest in treating .of the
history of past ages, which we are accustomed to witIless onl,
in discussions on the political affairs of our own time and country." The writer, after speaking of the difficulty of following
him, owing to this rapid, and, it should be added, entirely extemporaneous delivery (for he spoke without a scrap of paper before
him), remarks, that" notwithstanding this deficiency in Niebuhr
as a lecturer, there was an indescribable charm in the manner in
which he treated his subject; the warmth of his feelings, the sympathy which he felt with the persons and things he was speaking
of, his strong conviction of the truth of what he was saying, his
earnestness, and, above all, the vividness with which he conceived
and described the characters of the most prominent men, who.
were to him living realities, with souls, feelings and passions
like ourselves. carried hi8 bearers away. and produced effects
which are usually the results only of the wost powerful oratory." 1
How different from all this is the impression which we receive
from the mind of one who, notwithstanding his great defects,
WUllt yet thu8 far be regarded as the first of English historians;
from the mind of Gibhon. After a candid and full allowance of
the ability of that mind and the great value of the History of the
Decline and Fall of Rome. it IDllst yet be lIRid that it WW! not a
vivid and vital mind, nor is its product. The autobiograilhy of
Gibbou. indeed. exhihits considerable native liveliness of mind.
but the perusal of his history does not even suggest the existence of such qualities as earnestness and enthusiasm. One.'
disposed to conclude frolD the picture which he give8 of hiUlllelf,
that the historian had been endowed by his Maker with a much
more than average share of mental freshness and vitality. and
1
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most certainly if there had been in exercise enongh of this quality; enough of the ~".j.s 't'ivwa t-ilae .. to have vivified the immense,
well-selected and well-arranged material of his history, he would
have approximated nearer than he has to the ideal of historical
oomposltloO. Bllt there was not, and, therefore, it is, that,
throughout the whole· of this great work, there reigns, so far 8.8
the lmtnan and moral intert'st of history is concerned, so far 0.8
all the higher religions problems of history are concerned, an
uttcr sluggishness, apathy and lifelessness; an apathy and lifeleSlJness 8.8 deep, unvarying and monotonous as if the forces of
the period he described, the principles of decline and decay, hnci
passed over into his own understanding and made it the theatre
of their operations. We doubt whether there is another work
in any literature whatever, possessing so many substantial excellences, and yet characterized by such a total destitution of glowing inspiration and earnest enthusiasm, as the History of the
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
The explll.nntion of this fact will corroborate the tntth of the
position, that the genuinely historic miod is the ooly truly living
and enthusiastic mind.· Though nominally a historian, Gibbon
was really utterly unhistoric in his spirit. His religious scepti.
cism, besides paralyzing whatever natural vigor and earnestnesl
of conception may have originally belonged to him, made it impossible for him to regard the processes of human history 8.8 so
many parts of one grand plan of the world formed by one supreme
and presiding mind. History for him, consequently, had no
organization and no moral significance. It was, tberefore, strictly
speaking, no history at all for him; no course of development
with a divine plan at the bottom of it nnd a divine purpose at
the termination of it. It was neither continllolls in its nature,
nor complete in its spirit and tendency. Everything thl1t occur·
red j'n the world at large, or among a particular people, was for
his ~ind ir1efercnt, discontiouGus and sporadic. Not ·only did
he fail to connect the History of the Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire with the geneml history of the race, or even.
with the general history of Rome, by exhibiting it in its rellltioD.
to its antecedents nnd consequents, 1mt he failed even to detect
the historic principle lying at the oottom of the particular period
it. r~elf. '1'he great moral and p(}litical causes of the decline and
fall of the Roman empire, do not stand out in bold and striking
relief from the immense emdition and imposing rhetoric of that
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work. ·The reflecting reader of this history, at the close of the
perusal, feels the need of something more than a scenic representation of the period; something more that the pomp of a
panorama'; in order to a knowledge of the deep grt:NM of all thit
decline BDd decay. He needs in short, what Gibbon does not
furnish, more of the philosophy of that history, drawn from a
profounder view of the nature of man and of human life, united
with a deeper insight into the radical defect in the political constitution of the Roman empire; into that germ of corntption
which came into existence immediately after the subjugation of
the Italian tribes was completed, and in which the entire millennium of decline and decay lay coiled ,UP..
We have thus far discussed the natore of the historic spirit aD
general grounds. We have mentioned only tho!e general characteristics which are matters of interest to every cultivated mind;
having reference chiefly to seeuJ.ar history and general education.
We have now to speak of the importance of this spirit to the
theologian, BDd must, therefore, discuss its more special nature,
with a prevailing reference to Ecclesiastical Hiatory and Theological Education.
:Qefore proceeding to the treatment of this part of the snbject,
it seems necessary to direct attention, for a moment, to the di..
tinguishing difference between Secular and Church history.
Our Lord, in the most distinct manner, and repeatedly, affirmJ
that His kingdom is not of this world. Throughout the Scriptures the church and the world are opposed to each other ..
direct contraries, mutually exclusive and expulsive of each other,
80 that .. all that is of the world is not of the Fa.ther, but is of
the world." There are, therefore, two kingdoms, two courses of
development, two histories, in the universal history of man OD
the globe. There is the account of the natural and spontaneoua
development ot'human nature as len to itself, guided only by the
dictates of finite reason and impelled by the determil}ation of the
free, but fallen, human will, and the impulses of human passion.
And there is the history of that supernatural and gracious development of human nature which has been begun and carried forward by- means of a revelation from the Divine Mind made
eifectual by the direct efficiency of the Divine Spirit. .The fact
of SiD. and the fact of redemption, constitute the substance of
that great historic process which is involved in the origin, growth
aDd final triumph of the Christian church. Had there been no
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fall of man, there would have been but one stream of history.
The spontaneons development of the human race would have
been normal and perfect, and there would have been no sucb
distinction between the church and the world as is recognized
in Scripture. The race would not have been broken apart; one
portion being left to a merely human and entirely false development, and the other portion being renovated and started upon a
spiritUal and heavenward career by the electing love of God.
But sin in this, as in all its aspects, is dis"!!ension and dismem'berment. The original unity of the race, so far as a commma
religiou& character and a common bkued destiny are concerned, i&
destroyed, and the two halves of one being, to borrow aD. illu&<
tration from the Platonic myth, are now and forever separated.
The original single stream of human history was parted in the garden of Eden, and became into two heads, which have flowed on,
each in its own channel, and will continue to do so, forevermore.
For, although the church is to encroach upon the world in the
future, to au extent far surpassing anything that appears in its
present and past-history, we know, from the very best authority,
that sin is to be an eternal fact in the universe of God, and as
snch must have its own awful and isolated development; its ~wn
awful and isolated history.
In passing, therefore, from secular to church history, we pass
from the domain of merely human and sinful, to that of truly
divine and holy, agencies. The subject-matter becomes extraordinary. The basis of fact in the history of the church is superDlltural in both senses of the word. From the expUlsion from
Eden down to the close of miracles in the apostolic age, a positively miraculous intervention of Divine power lies under the
series of events; momentarily withdrawn and momentarily reappearing, throughout the long line of Patriarchal, Jewish and
.Apostolic history; the very intermittency of the action indicating.
like an I~landic Geyser, the reality and constant proximity of
the power. .And if we pass from external events to that inward'
change that was constantly brought about in human character
by which the church was called out from the mass of men
and made to live and grow in the midst of an ignorant or a cultivated heathenism; if we pass from the miraculous to the simply spiritual manifestation of the Divine agency as it is seen in
the inward history of the church, we find that we are in Il. Car
different and a far higher sphere than that of secular history.
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There is now a positive intercommunication between the human
and the Divine mind, and the development which results constitutes a history far profounder, far purer and holier, far more encouraging and glorious, than the history of the natural man and
the secular world.
•
It is upon the fact of this direct and supematuml communication of the Supreme mind to the hnman mind, and this direct
agency of the Divine Spirit upon the human soul, that we would
take our stand as the point of departure in the remainder of this
discussion. In treating of secular history, we have regarded the
unaided reason of man as the source and origin of the develop~
ment. We do not find in the history of the world, as the Sctiptural antithesis of the church, any evidence of nny special and
direct intercommunication between mnn and God. We find only
the ordinary workings of the human mind and such products as
8I'e confessedly within its competence to originate. We can,
indeed, see the hnnd of an overmling Provjde~ce throughout
secular history, employed chiefly in restraining the wrath of man,
but through the whole long course of development we see no
signs or products of a supernatural and peculiar interference of
God in the affairs of men. Empires rise and fall; arts and
sciences bloom and decay; the poet dreams his dream of the
ideal, and the philosopher develops and tasks the utmost possibility of the finite reason; and still, su far as its highest interests
are concerned, the condition and history of the race remains
substantially the same. It is not until a communication is estab..
lished between the mind of man aod the mind of God;' it is not
until the Creator comes down by miracle and by revelation, by
incarnation and by the Holy Ghost, that a new order of ages
aDd neW species of history begins.
The Scriptures, therefore, as ~he revelation of the Eternal
Mind. take the place of human reason within the sphere of
church history. The individual man sustains the same relation
to the Bible, in the sacred historic pro<;ess, that he does to natu"
ra.l reason in the secular. The theologian expects to find in the
history of the church that same comprehensive and approximately
exhaustive development and realization of Scripture truth, which
the philosopher hopes to find of the finite reason in the secular
history of the race. It follows, consequently, that all that h~
been said of the influence of historical studies upon the literary'
man. applies with fu~l force, w~en the distinguishing dilferenca
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between secular and sacred history haa been taken into account,
The same spirit
will work the same results in both departments of knowledge,
and the theologian, like the literary man, will become, in his own
intellectual domain, both reverent .and vigilant; both recipient
and original; both deliberate and enthusiastic; as his mind feels
the influences that come off from the history of the Christian
religion and the Christian church.
Without, therefore, going again over the ground which we
Qve travelled in the first part of the discourse, let us leave
the general influences and characteristics of the historic spirit,.
and proceed to consider some of the most important of its specific
influences within the department of theology and upon theologi.
cal education. And, that we may not be embarraased by the
attempt to make use of all the materials that crowd in upon the
mind on all sides, and from all parts, of this encyclopaedic 8ub·
ject, let us leavlaltogether untouched the external history of the
church, and keep chiefly in view that most interesting and important branch of the depo.rtment which is denominated Doctrinal
Church History.
L In the first place, a historic spirit within the department of
theology promotes Scripturality.
We ho.ve already' mentioned that the distinctive character of
church history arises from the special presence and agency of
the Divine Mind in the world. Subtract that presence and that
agency, and nothing is left \lut the spontaneous development of
the natural. man; nothing is left but secular history. Divine.
revelation, using the term in ibl widest signification, to denote
the entire communication of God to man in the economy of
grace, is the principle and germ of church hiatory. That shaping
of humllD events, and that formation Rnd moulding of human
eharacter, which has resulted from the covenant of redemption,
is the substance of sacred history. The church is the concrete
and realized plan of redemption ; and whates the plan ofredemption but the sum-total of revelations which have been made to
man by the Jehovah of the Old Testament and the Incarnate
Word of the :New, the infallible record of which is unchangeably
fixed in the Scriptures? It follows, therefore, that the true and
full history of the church of God on earth will be the Scriptnres
in the concrete. The plant is only the unfolded germ.
'l'here is, consequently, no 8uI~r way to fil;lsYBtematic theology
to the education and culture of the theologian.
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with a Scriptural substance than to suhject it to the influence of
historical studies. As the th('ologinn passes the se.veml n.ge~ of
the church in review, and becomes acquainted with the resnlts
to which the general mind of the church has come ill interpret·
iog the Scriptures, he runs little hazard of error in regard to their
real teaching and contents. As in the domllin of secular l1i!!tory
we found that there was little danger of missing the true teachings of human reason, if we collect them from the continuous
aad self-defecating development of ag('s and epochs, so in the
domain of sacred history we shall find that the real mind of the
Spirit; the real teaching of Scripture, comes out plainer and
dearer in the general growth and development of the Christian
miDd. Indeed, we may regard church history, so far as it is
mental and inward in its nature; so far as it is the record of a
mental inquiry into the nature of Christianity and the contents
of the .Bible, as being as near to the infallibility of the written
revelation, as anything that is still imperfect and fallible can be,
The church is not infallible and never ('tln be; but it is certainly
DOt a very bold or dangerous atfirmation to say that the church;
dae entire body of Christ, is wiser than anyone of its members,
and that the whole series of ages and generations of believers
have penetrated more deeply into the substance of the Chril!!tinn
religion and have come nearer to an approximate exhau8tion of
Scripture truth, than any single age or sitlgle believer has,
So far, therefore, as a theological system contains hi8turicill
elements, it is likely to contain Scriptural elements. 80 far as
its 8tatements of doctrine coincide with those of the creeds and
symbols in which the wise, the learned and the holy of all ages
have embodied the rel!ults of theiJ' continuous and self-colTecting .
study of the Scriptures, so far it may be expected to coincide
with the substance of inspiration illicit:
Again, there iH no surer way to imbue the theologian himself'
with a Scriptum I spirit than to subject his mind to the fnIl influ·
ence of a course of study in the history of the Christian religion
aad church. This is one of the best means which the individual
mind can employ to reach the true end of a theological educa·
tion; which is to get within the circle of inspired minds and see
the truth exactly as they saw it. We believe, as the church has
al1Jftlys believed, that the inspired writer!! were qualified and '.
authorized to speak upon the subiect of religion as no other
hlllDan minds have been. They were the subjecta of an illumi·
V OL. XL No. 42.
3~
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nation clearer and brighter than that of the purest Cluistiaa
experience; Bnd of a revelation that 1llll them in possession of
truths that are absolutely beyond the ken of the wisest human
mind. 'Vithin that inspired circle, therefore, there was a body
of knowledge intrinsically inaccessible to the human mind;
beyond the reach of its subtlest investigation, or its purest selfdevelopment. If those supernaturally taught minds had beeR
'prevented from fixing their knowledge in a written form; or if
the written revelation had perished like the lost books of Livy;
the human mind of the nineteenth century would have known
no more upon moral IUld religious subjects, for substance, than
the human mind of a Plato or Aristotle knew twenty-two centuries ago. For he must have an extravagant estimate of the innerent capacities of the finite mind, who supposes that the rolling
round of two millenniums, or of ten, would have witnesaed in
anyone individual case, a more central, or a more defecated,
development of the pure rationality of mere man than was witnessed in Aristotle. And he must have a very ardent belief in
the omnipotence of the finite, who supposes, t.hat, without that
communication of truth and of spirit; of light and of life; which
God in Christ has made to the race, ages upon agel of merely
spontaneous and secular history would have produced a more
beautiful developmeot of the human imagination than appears
in the Grecian .Art and. Literature, or a more profound development of the human reallOn than appears in the Grecian Philosophy and the Grecian Ethics.
The Scriptures have, accordingly.. beeR the source of religious
kno"'ledge and progress for the Christian, as antithetic to tb.e
t;ecular, mind, IlDd will contin~ to be, until they are superseded
by some other and fuller revelation in another mode of bciDg
than that of earth. It has, coILoscquently, beeD the aim anu endeavor of the church in aU ages, to be Scriptural; to work itself
into the very heart of the written revelation; to staDd upon the
very same poi04 of view with the few inspired minds, and see
objects precisely as they saw them. But tllis, though possible
and a. duty, is no easy task, as the whole history of Cbristian
doctrines shows. Truth in the Scri ptures is full and entire.
The Scriptural idea is never defective, but contains all the elements. Hence its very perfection and completeness is an obstacle to its full apprehension. It is difficult fOIl the human mind. to
take in the wlwle great thought. It is often e&ceedingly difiicuU.
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"r the human mind oppressed, first, by the vastness and mystery
of the revealed tnlth, and, secondly, by its own singular tendency
to one-sided and imperfect perception, to gather the full idea
from the artless and unsystematized contents of Scripture, and
then !ltate it in the imperfect language of man. The doctrine of
the Trinity, for example, is fully revealed in the Bible. All the
elements of that great mystery; the whole truth respecting the
real triune nature of God, may be found in that book. But the·
elements are uncombined and unexpanded, and hence one !lonrC6
of the heresies respeeting this doctrine. Arius and Sabellius
both appealed to Scripture. Neither of them took the position
of the infidel. Each acknowledged the authority of the written
word, and endeavored to support his position from it. But in
these instances the individual mind merely picked up Scriptural
elements as they lie scattered upon the page and in the letter of
Seripture, and, without combining them with others that lie just
as plainly upon the very .me pages, moulded them into a defective, and therefore erroneous, statement Heresy is individual
and not historic in its nature.
Now it is the characteristic of the general mind of the church;
of the historic Christian mind; that it reproduces in its intuition,
and in its statement, the complez and compleu Scriptural idea.
80 far u it has any intuition at all, it sees all the sides; so far
9.8 it makes any statement at all, it brings into it all the fundamentals. By this IS not meant that even the mind of the church
has perfected the expansion of Scripture elements and made the
fnllest possible statement of the doctrine of the Trinity. There
may, possibly, be a further exhaustion of the contents of revelo..
tion in this direction. There may, possibly, be a statement of
this doctrine that will be yet fuller; still closer up to the Scriptoral matter; than that ooe which the church has generally
accepted since the date of the Conncils of Nice and Constantinople. But there will never be a form of statement that will
1Iatly COIltradict this form, or that
add any new fundamentals
to it. All that is new and different must be in the way of expansion and not of addition; in the way of development and not of
denial. A closer study of the teachings of Scripture, and. a
deeper reflection upon them, may carry the theological mind fur.
tller along on the line, btlt will give it no diagonal or retrograde
movement
-.
Now is it DOt perfectly plain that the close aDd thorough study
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of this continuous and self.correcting endeavor of the Cbristiu
cburch to enucleate the real meaning of Scripture; an endeavor
which has been put forth by the wisest, the moat reverent, and
the holiest, minds in its history, tasking their own powers to the
utmost, and invoking and receiving Divine illumination. during
the whole of the process; an endeavor which baa to a great
extent formed and fixed the religious experience of ages and
generations, by its results embodied in the creeds and symbols
of the church; a series of mental constmctions, which, even if
we contemplate only their human characteristics, their .cienti4c
coherence and systematic compactness. are more than worthy to
be placed side by side with the beet dialectics of the soool.
mind; is it not perfectly plaiD. we say, that the elose and thor·
ough study of such a strenuous endeavor, sa this baa been, to
reach the inmost heart and fibre of Scripture, will tend irresisti·
bly to render the theologian Scriptural in head and in heart!
May we not expect that suoh a stud.t will be intnuely Seriptural ? Will not this distinct and thorough knowledge of revela·
tion be 80 'wrought inOO his mental ~:s:ture that he will see and
judge of everything through this medium? Will he not have '
80 thought in that same range and region in which bia inspired
teachers thought, that doubt and perplexity in regard to Divin.
revelation would be nearly as impossible for him, sa for that of
Is~ah while under the Divine affiatus, or for Paul when in the
third heavens? To borrow an illustration from the kindred
acience of Law: if it is the effect of the continued and thoughtful
study of Law Reports and Political Constitl1tions and Commentaries upon Political Constitutions; a body of literature which,
u it origiqates out of the organic idea of law, breathes the pnrest '
spirit of the legal reason; if it is the effect of such study to render the individual mind legal and judicial in its tone and temper,
must it not be the effect of the study of that body of symbolic
literature which has come slowly but consecutively into existence
through the endeavor of the theological mind to reach a perfect
understanding of Scripture, to render the individual mind Serip·
tural in its tone and temper!
II. And this leads us to say, in the second plaoe, that a hie·
toric spirit in the theologian. induces a correct estimate of Creeds
aDd Systematic Theology.
One of the most interesting features in the present condition
of the theological world is a revived ibtereat ill the depeztm.ent
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of church history. Thill interest hu been slowly increasing for
the last half century, and promises to become a leading interest
for some time to come. In Germany, in America, and in England
scholars and thinking men are turning their attention away,
somewhat, from the porely secular history of mankind, to that
more solemn and. momentous career which a JIftlt of the human
family have been running for nee.rly six thousand years. They
have become aware that the history of .the church of God is a
peculiar movement that has been silently going on in the heart
of the race from the beginning of time, and which, while it has
not by any means left the secular hiAtoric processes untouched
and unaffected, has yet kept on in its own solitary and sublime
line of direction. They are now disposed to 1000k and see bo.
and where
•
•
the ucred river rail
Througb eave"" meuareieu to mll.ll
Down to the .ulllie __

But it would he an error to suppose that this interest has been
awakened merely or mainly by the external history of the Christian church. .. The battles, sieges, fortunell it hath passed;" its
conflicts with persecuting Paganism, Mohammedanism, and RolDanism; its intluence upon art, upon literature and science, upon
lOCiety and government; these are not the charm which is now
drawing as by a spell the best thinking of Christendom towards
ehurch hilltory. It is not the secular and worldly elements in
this history into which the mind of the time most desires to look..
The great march of secular history brings to view a pomp and
prodigality of such elements that has already dulled and satiated
the tired lIensibilities. Thinking minds now desire to look into
the dilltinctively supernatural elements in this historic proceas; to
see if it really bas. as it claims to have. a direct connection with
the Creator of the race and the Author of the human mind. It
is for this reasoll that Ml.e revived interest in this department of
knowledge has shown itself most powerfully and intluentially in.
investigating the origin and nature of the doctrinu of the churclt,
as they are found speculatively in creeds and symboll, and practically in the Christian consciousness. The mind of German,.,
for: example, after ranging over the whole field of cultivated h~.
thElDism, and sounding the lowest depths of the finite reason, in
.& vain search for that absolute truth in which alone the hum. .
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.oul CAll reat, baa betaken itaelf to the domain of Christian revelation and Chrilltiau hi&tory. Ita interellt in Greek and RoJ.lUUl
culture, in Mediaeval Art, and in ita own speculative systeIlll,
baa given way to a deeper interest in the Chriatian religion; in
lOme instances with a clear perception, in others with a dim
intimation, that, if the truth which the human mind needs, is not
to be found here, the last resource has failed; and that then
The pillaled firmament i. rottennell
And earth', bale built on stubble.

This revived interest in church history, therefore, is in reality
a search after truth, rather than after a mere dramatic scene
or spectacle. The mind of the time is anxious to understand
that reveakd doctrinal. sy,tem, which it now sees, has, from the
beginning, been the .. rock" on which the church of God has
been founded, and the" quarry" out of which it has been built.
Knowing this, it believes it will theD have the key to the history.
Knowing this, it believes it will know the whole secret; the
secret of that charmed life which hIlS borne the church of God
through all the mutations and extinctions of secular history, and
of that unearthly life which in all ages hIlS secured to the believer
a serene or an ecstatic passage into the unknown and dreadful
future.
Now this interest in a doctrinal system which thus lies at the
bottom of this general interest in church history, will be shared
by the ipdividual student. He, too, cannot stop with the scene,
the spectacle, the drama. He, too, cannot stop with those chlUacteristics which ecclesiastical history has in common with seeular, but will pass on to those which are distinctive and peculilU.
For him, too, the history of a single mind, like that of Augustine
or Anselm; or of a single doctrine, like that of the Atonement
or of the Trinity; will have a charm and fruitfulness not to be
found in the entire rise of the worldly P~pacy, or in centuries or
merely external and earthly movement like the Crusades. The
whole infll1ence of his studies in this direction will be spiritual
and SlJiritualizing.
But, without enlarging upon the general nature of the estimate
which the historic spirit puts upon the intemal as compared with
the external history of the church, let us notice two particula:r:a
which fall under this head.
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1. Notice, first, tbe interest awakened by historical stume. ill
the creeds and symbols of the Christian church", cf1lllaVai1tB 1M
PI.iIo«¥pI,'!I of C4rUlitmity.
We have spoken of the symbolic literature of the Christiaa
church lUI a growth out of Scripture soil; as a fruitage full of the
flavor and juices of its germ. .A. Christian creed is not the product of the individual or the general human mind evolving out
of itself those truths of natural reason and natural religion which
lU'e connate and inborn. It is not the self·development of the
human mind, but the development of Scripture matter. Tbe
Christian mind, as we bave seen, is occupied, from age to age,
with an endeavor to fathom the depths of Divine revelation; to
make the fullelJt possible expression and expansion of all the
truths that have been communicated from God to man. This
endeavor necesMarily assumes a scientific form. The practical
explanation, illnstration,and application, is going on continually
in the popular representations of the pulpit and the sermon, but
this cannot satisfy o..ll the wants of the church. Simultaneously
with th~s there is a. constant effort to obtain a still more scientific
apprehension of Scripture and make a still more full and lIelf·
consistent statement of its contents. The Christian mind, aa
well as the secular, is scientific; has a scientific feeling, and
scientific wants. A creed is as necessary to a theologian, as a
philosophical system is to the secnlar student
It follows, therefore, that the philosophy, by which is meant
the rationality, of the Christian religion, ioi to be fuund in these.
creeds and symbols. For reasonableness and self-consistence
are qualities not to be carried into Chril;tianity from without, as
if they wcre not to be found in it, but arc to be brought out from
within, because they belong to its intrinsic nature. The philosophy, that is, the rational necessity, of the Christian religion, ill
not an importation but an evolution. This religiun is to be taken
just as it is given in the Scriptures; just as it reappears in the
close and systematic statement <!f the creeds; and its intrinsic
truth and reasonableness evinced by what it furnishes itself.
For whoever shows the inward necessity and reasonableness of
a doctrine of Christianity does by the very act and faet show the
harmony of philosophy and religion. Whoever takel!l a doctrine
of Chris,tianity and without anxiously troubling himself with the
tenets of thil!l or that partic.lar philosophical system, derives out
o£ the very Clements of the doetriae and the very terms of the
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statement itself, a relUlOnableness that irresistibly commends
itself to the spontaneous reuon and instinctive judgment of
universal man, by this very process demonstrates the imoard,
central, unit.y of faith and reason. Instead, therefore, of setting
the two sciences over against each other and endeavoring, by
modifications upon one or both sides, to bring about the adjustment, the theologian should take the Christian system precisely
as it is given in Scripture, in all its comprehension, depth and
strictness, and without being diverted by any side references to
particulu philosophical schools, simply exhibit the i7ttrituie tmth· •
fulness, rationality, and necessity of the system. In this way he
establishes the position, that philosophy and revelation are harmonious, in a manner that admits of no contradiction. The
greater necessarily includes the less. When the theologian baa
demonstrated the inward necessity of· Christianity, ont of its own
self-sufficient and independent rationality, his demonstration is
'Perfect. For reasou cannot be contrary to reason. A rational
necessity anywhere, is a philosophical necessity everywJtere.
The correctness of this method of finding and establishing the
rationality of Chpstianity, is beginning to be !1Cknowledgcd in
that country where the con1l.ict between reason and revelation
has been hottest. It begins to be seen that the harmony between
philOllOphy and Christianity is Dot to be brought about, by first
assuming that the infaUibility is on the side of the·human reason;
and that, too, as it appears in a n1t{!le and particular philosophical
aystem; and then insisting that all the adjustment, conformity,
and coalescence, shall be on the side of the Divine revelation.
It begins to be seen that philosophy is in reality o.n abstract and
univer~ term, which, by its very etymology, denotcs, not that
it hM already attained and now possesses the truth, but that it
is seeking for it. l It bt>gins to be seen that both Aristotle and
Bacon were right in calling it an orgO/lum .. an instrument for get.
ting at the truth, and neither the truth itself nor even its contain·
ing source.s It begins to be seen that philosophy is only anothcr
The"" of wisdom, implies a present looking for it. .
Kant, .. ys William HOomboldt, did noC so mOoch teat,h phi1olOphy, as how
to. philosophize. C01'l'08pondcnl'C with Schiller: Vorm"~rung.
It i. the greatest merit of S"hleicrDlflcher that he SltW and auertcd the indepbiloso·
pendent and self-subeistent position of Christjp.n theology in relal:ion
phical .ystem.. 1f he had soOoght the IOIIrCU of this theology more in the objective reTeIation and ICN in the luhjecth'e CbrlstiaD couacioWinaa, he wOllld bave
J
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term for rationality, and that to exhibit the philosophy of a department,like religion, or history, or philosophy, or naturalscienC6,
i. simply to ex1Ubit the real and reasonable truth that is in it.
It begins to be' seen, con8equently, that each brauch of knowl.
edge,'each subject of investigation, must be treated geneticallJ
in order to be treated philosophically; Iquat be allowed to furmah its own matter, make its own statements, out of which, and
DOt oot of what may be carried over into it from some other quar·
ter, its acceptance or ita rejection by the human mind should be
determined.
Weare aware that the barrenness of those later sys16l08 of
apeculative philosOphy, with which the GermlUl mind has been
ao intensely bllSied for the last fifty yean, has been one great
means of bringing it ..ell to this moderate and true estimate of
the Dature and functions of philosophy; but this revived interest
in the history of Christianity and profounder study of its symbols,
bas also contributed, greatly, to produce this disposition to let
revealed religion stand or fall llpOll ita own merits. For this
»tady has disclosed the fact that it h88 philosophical IUld teientific merits of ita own; that, in ,the unsystematized stateme1lta
and simple but prolifio' teachings of the Bible, there lies the sub·
, IdImce of a 'Y1Um deeper aad wider and loftier than the whoie
department of philosophy, and that this substaoce has actually
been expanded and combined by the historic mind of the church
into a series of doctrines respecting the nature of God and man
IUld the uDi~ene lVith their mutual relations, with which the
corresponding statements upon the same subjects, of the Greek
Theism or the German Pantheism cannot compare for a moment.
Prbbably nothiog has done more to exhibit the Christian system
in its true nature and proportions, and thereby to render it grand
and venel'able to the modern scientific mind, than this history of
its origin and fonnation. .As ihe scientific man studies tpe artiolea of a creed, which one of the most naturally scientific minds
of the race, aided by the wisdom of predecessors at)d contempoxaries, derived from the written revelation; as the rigorous and
dialectic man follows AthanaaillS down ioto those depths of the
Di'riBe nature, which yawn like a gulf of darkness before the
unaided human mind; if he finds nothing to love and !idore, he
~"..hed more than be h.. towards evincing the hannony o( the two 8cienC6ll,
white bis own .ystem would have had more agreemcnt than it now has with' the
peraJ dIeoiogy fA die CIIrlaWnt ehllftb.
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finds something to respect; if he finds no food for his affections,
he finds some matter for his thoughts. Here, too, is science.
Here, too, is the profound intuition expressed in the clear but
inadequate conception; the rhost thorough unions, guarded
against the slightest confusions; analysis and synthesis; ~ppo
site conceptions reconciled in their higher and original unities;
'in short, all the forms of science, filled up in this instance M
in no other, with the truth of eternal necessary fact and eternal
necessary being.
And this same kind of influence, only in much greater degree,
is exerted by historical studies upon the mind of the theologian.
As he becomes better acquail1ted with the history of Christian
doctrines, he becomes more disposed to find his philosophy of
human nature and of the Divine na.ture in them, rather than in
human systems. As he studies the development of that great
doctrine, the doctrine of sin, he becomes convinced, if he was
not before, that the powers and capacities and possible destiny
of the human soul have received their most profound examination within the sphere of Christian theology. As he studies the
history of that other great doctrine, the doctrine of the atonement, he sees plainly that the ideas of law and justice and government, of guilt and punishment and expiation; ideas that are
the life and lifeblood of the Aristotelian ethics, the best and
purest ethical system which the human reason was able to constritct; that these great parent ideas show truest, fullest, largest
and clearest, by far, within the consciousness of the Christian
mind.
What surer method, therefore, of making his mind grow into
the philosophy of Christianity can the theologian employ, tnan
the historic method? In what better way can he arm himself"
for the contest with ignorant or with cultivated scepticism, than
by getting possession, through the reproductive study of dogmatic
history, of the exact contents of Scripture as expanded and systematized by the consentaneOl1S and connected studies of the
Fathers, the Reformers, and the Divines, the Councils, the
Synods and the Assemblies, of the Church universal?
2. Secondly, notice the interest awakened by historical studies
in the creeds and syrflbols of the Christian church as marki Of
development and pro,gress in tlteokJgy.

If we have truly enunciated the idea. of history, in the first
part of this discourse, it follows that all genuine development is
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a historical development, and all trve progresll ill a historical progrellA. For the true history of anything is the account of its
development according to its true idea and nece88&lf law. Th.
history of a natural object, like a crystal, for example, is the
account of its rigorously geometric collection and upbuilding
about a nucleus. Crystallization is a neceuarg process, for it is
a. petrified geometry. The history of a tree is the account of itr
spontaneous and inevitable evolution out of a germ. Tl;1e process
itself, in both of these instances, is predetermined and fixed.
Tb'e accoUDt of the process, therefore, if it is exactly conformed
to the actuo.l matter of fact, has a fixed and predetermined character alao. For, if nature herself goes forward in a straight and
undeviating line, the history of nature must follow on after, and
tread in·her very and exactest footsteps. Hence, true legiti~te
history, oC any kind, is neither arbitrary nor capricious. It corresponds to real fact, and real fact is the process of real nature.
The matter and method of nature, therefore, dictate the matter
and method of the history of nature.
And tbe same holds true, when we pass from history in the
spbere of nature to history in the realm of mind and spirit. The
matter and method of a spiritual idea dictate the matter and
method of the unfolding, and, consequently, of the history, of that
idea. In the case now UDder discussion, the real nature and
inward structure of Cbristianity determine what does, and what
does not, belong to its true historical uevelopment. The true
history of Christianity, therefore, is the history of true Christian·
ity. The church historian is, indeed, obliged to take into account
the deviations from the true Scriptural idea, because, lmlike the
naturalist, he is within the sphere of freedom and of false development, and because redemption itst!if is a mixed process of
dying to sin and living to righteousness. But be notices the
deviations not for the purpose, it should be carefully observed,
of letting them make up a part of the true and nOJ;rual history of
Scriptural Christianity. The church historian is obliged to watch
the rise and growth of heresies, not surely because they constitute an integrant part of the legitimate development and true his ..
tory of Scripture truth. The account of a. heresy has only ..
negative historical value. All the positive and genuine history
of Christian doctrine is to be made up out of that correct appre ..
hension and unfolding which Scripture has received from the
Catholic as antithetic to the Heretical mind. Temporary derar.
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tures from the real nature of Scripture truth, and deductiODll
from it that are illegitimate, may possibly have contributed 'to a
return to a deeper and clearer knowledge of revelation on the
part of some few minds, and have unquestionably elicited a
more full and comprehensive statement and defence of Chris-tianity all the part of others, and jn this way the heresies that
....ppear all along ~he line of church history, throw light upon the
true course of doctrinal development and help to bring out the
uue history. But these heretieal processes themselves, cannot
be regarded as integrant and nece88IUY parts of the great historic
process, any more than the diseases of the human body can be •
regarded, equally with the healtby processes of growth, as the
)lormal development of the organism. Nosology is not a chapter
in physiology.
It follows, conseqnently, that the true and pruper history of
Christianity will exhibit a t1'fU and proper theological progress.
It will show that the Scripture germ implanted by God, has been
slowly but correctly unfolding in the doetrine and scieoce of the
chwch. We cannot grant that hiatorical theology is anti-scriptural and radically wrong; that the Bible hILS had no true and
legitimate apprehension in the ages and genera.tioos of believers.
There has been, notwithstanding all the attacks of infidelity from
without, and oontrovenies from within, a substantial agree meat,
and II- tteady advance, in understanding the written revelation.
This is very plainly to be seen in the history of doctrinell, and
f~ this we may draw the most forcible proofs and illustrations.
Let anyone compare the first with the latest Christiall creed,
and he will see the development which the Scripture mustard·
seed haa lmdergone. Let anyone place the 'Apostles' creed
beside that of the Westminster Assembly, and see what a ""8.st
expansion of revealed truth has taken place. The former was
all that the mind of the church in that age of infancy W1lS able
to eliminate and systematize out of the Scriptures; and this
limple statement was sufficient to satisfy the imperfectly developed scientific wants of the early church. The latter creed was
what the mind of the church was able to COWitruct out of the
elements of the very same written revelation. after fifteen hundred years of study and redection upon them. The "words."
the doctrinal elements, of Scripture. are .. spirit and life," and
hence, like all spirit and all life, are capable of expansion.
Upon them the histonc Christian mind, age after age. haa ex.-
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pended its Mat re1lection, and now the result is an enlarged and
systematized statement such as the early church could not have
made, and did not need.
Compare, again, the statement .r the doctrine of the Trinity
in the Apostles' creed with that in the Nicene creed. The erroneous and defective statements of Arius compelled the orthodox
mind to a more profound reflection upon the matter of Scripture,
and the result was a creed in which the implication and potentiality of revflation was so far explicated and evolved as to present a distinct and unequivocal denial of the doctrine of 0. created
Son of God. But, besides this negative value, this systematic
conatruction of the Scripture doctrwe of the Trinity has a great
positive worth. It opens before the human mind the great abyss
of the Divine nature j and, though it cannot impart to the finite
iDtelligeace that absolutely full and perfect knowledge of the
Godhead which only God himself can have, it yet furnishes a
form of apprehension, which accords with the real nature of God,
and will, therefore, preserve the mind that accepts it from both
the Dualistic and the Pantheistic ideas of the Supreme Being.
Abstruse and dialectic as that creed has appeared to some min~
and some ages in the Christian church j little connectiou as it
has seem&d to thelQlto have with 80 practical a matter as vital
religion; it would not be difficult to show that those councils at
Nice and Constantinople, did a work in the years 32a and 381,
of which the church universal will feel the salutary effects to the
end of time, both in practical and scientific respects. For, if aU
right religious feeling towards Jesus Christ is grounded in the
unassailable conviction that he is truly and verily God; .. begotten, not made, being of one substance with the Father j" then
this creed laill down the systematic basis of all the true worship
and acceptable adoration which the church universal have paid
to the Redeemer of the world. 1 And if a correct metaphysical

,

1 Bv this is 1I0t lIIel1l1t that there can be 110 truo wo.,.hip Iluti! • creed has
been "'~nitclOl1tic.lll~ furmcd and laid dUWII, bllt that aU true wo.,.bip iI grounded
in & p .... ~ical belief which, whell examined, ill foulld 10 hannuniac exactly with
the .pcellJative resultll IOCflched by the Chl'istilUl Scieutific mind. So far as the
great lIody of believer.! is concerned, their cue is like tha& of Hilary of l'oictiere,
who has Je(' one of the best of tbe putrisuc treatise. opon the Trillity, but who,
in hi!! r."ired bishopric ill Ganl, did nQt b81ll' of tbe Niceo8 creed uotil man,.
;years aflcr its origin. He;' fouud in it that 'fery same doctrine of the nnity of
_eore iu the J!'uther alld the I:$on, which he had, before this, ascertained 10 be
dse tnle doctrine, from tbe IlUd, of the New TealAment, and bad received into
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conception of the Diviae Being is necessary in order to all right
philosophizing upon God and the universe, then thia Christian •
doctrine of the Trinity is the only statement tkat ill adequate to
the wonts of science, aod the only ooe that can keep the philo80phic mind from the Pantheistic and Dualistic deviation to
which, when left to itself, it is so liable. "
The importance of historical studies and the historic spirit in
an age of the world that more than any other sufi'en from falae
notions reguding the nature of progress and development, cannot
be exaggerated. But he who is able to see itt the creed. and
aymools of the Chrietian church 80 many atepe of real progreaa;
he who knows that ou~ide of that line of symbolic literature
there is nothing but deviation from the real matter of Scriptare,
will not be likely to be carried away with th6 notion of a sudden
and great improvement upon all that has hitherto been accomplished in the department of theology. He will know tbat, ..
all the past development bas been historic; restatement shooting out of preatatement; the fuller creed bursting out of the nar. rower; the expanded treatise swelling forth growth-like from the
more sie"n der; 80 all the present and future development ill
theology muat be historic also. He will see, especially, that
element. that have already been examinedeand rejected by the
Christian mind, as unS<'riptural and foreign, can never agaio be
rightfully introduced into creeds and symbols; that history cannot undo history; that the progress of the present and the future
must be homogeneous and kindred with the progress of the past.
III. In the third place, a historic spirit in the theologian protects him from false notious respecting the nature of the villiblc
church, and from a false church feeling.
We can devote bllt a moment to this branch of the discussion,
unusunlly ilDportant just at this time.
We have seen that the most important part of the history of
the church is its inward history. We have found that the exterhia Christian experience, without being aware that tbe fuith whi('h he bore in hie
heart, had been lain down in the fonn of a treed." - Torrey, Neander, II. 396.
ConsonRnt with this, Hllb-e1lbll('h. aftcr sJ>ellking of the hi!;hly sdcntitic chllracter of the S1[f1IbolUJII ~uiC1l""lIU!. its endeavor, namely, to eXpl'l!8! the inelfllble
by it8 series of. affirm8tion~ and traarding negations, IIdds, that - soch fonnulae
Ileverthcless have their edif,ing 110 less thaD their scielltific 8i(le, i088mucb 48
they testify to the 8tntggle of tbe Christian mind after a satisfactory expression
of that which hili it~ fuU truth Dilly in the depths of the belio,ing heart Rnd
character." - Dogmengc5cWcbte, third e~tioD, p. 249, note.
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Dal history of Christianity derives all its interest for a thoughtful
mind from its connection with that dispensation of tnllh and of
spirit which lies beneath it as its animating soul. . The whole
influence, consequently, of genuine and comprehensive historical
study is to magnify the substance and subordinate the form; to
exalt truth, doctrine and life, over rites, ceremonies and polities.
It is undoubtedly true, that the study of ecclesillStical history,
in some minds, and in some branches of the church, has strengthened a strong formalizing tendency, and promoted ecclesiasticism.
The Papacy has from time immemorial appealed to tradition;
and those portions of the Protestant church which have .been
least successful in freeing themselves from the materialism of
the Papacy, have said much about the past history of the church.
Bence, in some quarters in the Protestant church, there are, and
always have been, apprehensions lest history should interfere
with the great right of private judgment, and put a stop to all
legitimate progress.
Bot it only needs a comprehensive i~ea of the nature of history to allay these apprehensions. It only needs to be remembered th~ the history,of Christianity is something more than the
history of the Nieene period or of the Scholastic age. It only
Deeds to be recollected that the history of Christianity denotes'
a coorse of development from the beginning of the world down
to the present moment; that it includes the whole of that Divine
economy which began with the first promise, and whieh manifested itself first in the Patriarchal, next in the Jewish, and finally
in the Christian church.1 The influence of the study of this
1 ProbtIbly the mole HIrioa. defect In die t.onltmdiou of the History of Chris·
lIMity by die IIebool at Sdaleiermacher, .prings from -regardillg ehe incarnation
.. die beginning at church history. ETen If chis it not always fonnall,. said, as
It IOmetimea ii, die IIOUon iesel( moulds and fonus the whole aco<'Gunt. The
golden positiou or Augustine, NolJUtII. Te.ta-mu", ill Vmre taut, Vet.,. ill Noro
paUl, it forgotte1l, and the Jewish religion, 118 it came from God, il confounded
wish dlat corruption of ie which we find in the days at our SaTiour, but agaitl!!t
which tbe evangelieal Prophet Isaiah inveighs 118 earnestly as the eTangelical
Apottlt Pa1ll. "He II IIOt a lew which il one outwardly, neither is that circumebion which iI O1Itwanl in the ftelh." Judaism is not Phariseeism. There is,
therefore, no ill_rd and -.rtial difFerence bet"een tme Judaism and erne Chrisdanity. Too former looked rorward and the latter loob baclr.wam. to the same
amtral Penon and '~ame central Crolli. The manlret'lted Jeho't'&h or the Old
Teetal1lent wu the incarnate Word of the New. "The religion," lays Ed_rd~,
"thae tbe church of God hu profened from ehe lI"'t founding at the church after
&he Call to IhiI time, has always been &he MIlle. Though &he dlJpell8&UoIlI have
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whole great process, especially if the eye is kept fastened upon
the spiritual substance of it, is anything but formalizing and sec" •
tariun. . If, therefore, a papist\c and anti-catholic temper has ever
shown itself in connection with the study of ecclesiastical history,
it was because the inward history was neglected, and even the
external history was studied in sections only. He who selects
a particular period merely, and neglects all that has preceded
and all that has followed, will be liable to a sectarian view of
the nature and history of the church of God. He who reproduces
within his mind the views and feelings of a single age merely,
will be individual and bigoted in his temper. He who confines
his studies, for example, as so many have done, and are doing,
to that period from Constantine to Hildebrand, which witnessed
the rise and formation of the Papacy; and, especially, he, who
in this period studies merely the archaeology and the polity, without the doctrines, the morality, and the life; he, who confines
himself to those tracts of Augustine which emphasize the idea
of the church in opposition to ancient radicals and disorganizers.
but !.ltudio~ls1y avoids those other and greater and more elaborate
treatises of this earnest spiritualist, whict;. thunder the idea of
the truth, in opposition to all heretics and all formalists; he, in
short, who goes to the study of ecclesiastical history with a predetermined purpose, and carries into it an antecedent interpreting
idea, derived from his denomination, and not from Scripture,
will undoubtedly become more and more BoDfish and less and
less historic.
Sucb a disposition as this is directly crossed and mortified by
been altered, yet the reUgion which the church has proreued, bAlI alway., as to
ita euentialJ, been the _eo The church of God, from the begiuniDg, hal ' ono society. The Christian church which has been'since Christ's uceDliou, it
manifestly the lame IOciety coutinued, with the church that was before Christ
came. The Christian church is grafted on their root j they are built upon the
same foundation. The revelation upon which both hbe depended, ileuentially
die lame i for, as the Christian ('.burch it built on the Holy Scriptures, 10 wu
die Jewish church. though now the Scriptures he enlarged by the additiou of the
New Testament j bllt still it it esaentially the aame revelation widl that which
.was given in the Ol,d Testament, only the lubjects of Divine revelation are now
more clearly recorded in the New Testament than they were in the Old. Bul
'the sum Bnd substance of both the Old Testament and the New, it Christ and
His redemption. The church of God has always bee.n the foundation of
Divine revelation, and IIlways on thOle revelatioDB tbM _re euen&ially the
IllUDe, and which were summarily comprehended in the Holy Seriptmee."Edward's Work of Redemption, L ";3.
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& compreh~D8ive and philosophic conception of history.
Especially will the history of doctrines destroy the belief. in the infallibility, or paramount authority, of any particular portion of the
church universal. The eye is now turned away from those
. external and imposing features of the history which have such a
natural effect to carnalize the mind, to those simpler truths and
interior living principles, which have a natural effect -to spiritnalize it. An interest in the theology of the church is very different from an interest in the polity of the church. It is a fact
that as the one rises, the other declines; and there would be no
surer ~ethod of destroying the formalism that exists in some
portions of the church, than to compel their clergy to the continuous and close study 'of the entire history of Christian doctrines.
IV. In the fourth place, a historic spirit in theologians promotes a profound and genial agreement on essential points, and
& genial disagreement on non-essentials.
It is plain that the study of church history tends to establish
and to magnify the distinction between real orthodoxy and real
heterodoxy. History is discriminating and cannot be made to
mingle the immiscible. In regard, therefore, to the great main
currents of truth and of error, the historic mind is clear in its
insight and decided in its opinions. It knows that the Christian
religion has been both· truly and falsely apprehended by the
human mind, and that, consequently, two lines of belief can be
traced down the ages and generations; that in only one of these
two, is Scriptural Christianity to be found.
But its wide and catholic survey. also enables the historic
mind to see as the unhistoric mind cannot, that the line of orthodoxy is not Ij. mathematical line. It has some breadth. It is a
path, upon which the church can travel, and not merely a ~rec
tion in which it can look. It is a high and royal road, where
Christian men may go abreast; may pass each other, and" carry
on the practical business of a Christian life; and not a mere hairline down which nought can go but the one-eyed sighting of
either speculative or provincial bigotry.
Hence historical studies banish both provincialism and bigotry
from a theological system, and imbue it with that practical and
catholic spirit which renders it interesting and influentisl through
the whole church.and world. A system of theology may be true
and yet not contain the whole truth. It may have seized upon
IQme fundamental positions, or cardinal doctrines, with a too
33·
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violent energy, and have given them an exorbitant ex}MLDsioD, to
the neglect of other equally fundamental truths. In this case,
historical knowledge is ~me of the best correctives. A wider
knowledge of the course of theological speculation; a more profound acquaintance ,with the origin and fonnation ef the leading
systems of the church universal, tends to produce that equilibrium of the parts and that comprehensiveneBB of the whole.
which are so'apt to be lacking in a provincial cre,ed or system.
A similar liberalizing influence is exerted by the study of
church history upon the theologian himself. He sees that men
on the same side of the line which divides real orthodoxy from
real hetero40xy, have differed from each other, and sometimes
upon very important, though never upon vital, poinbl. The history of Christian doctrine compels him to acknowledge that there
is a theological space, within which it is safe for the theological
scientiijc mind to expatiate and career; that this is 8. liberty
conceded to the theologian by the unsystematized form in which
the written revelation has been given to man, and a liberty, too,
which, when it is not abused, greatly promotes that clearer and
fuller u~derstanding of the Scriptures, whieh we have seen the
historic Christian mind is continually striving after.
But this scientific liberality among theologians leads directly
to a more profound and genial agreement among them upon all
practical and essential points. The liberality of the historic
mind is very far removed from that mere indifferentism which
sometimes usurps this name. There iJ a truth for which the
disagreeing, and perhaps (owing to imperfectly sanctified hearts)
the bitterly disagreeing, theologians would both be tied to one
stake and be burnt with one fire. There is a vital and necessary doctrine for which, if it were assailed by a third party, a
bitter unevangelic enemy, both of the contending orthodox
divines would tight under one and the same shield, That truth
which history shows has been the life of the church and without
which'it must die; that historic truth, which is the heritage and
the joy of the whole family in heaven and on earth, is dear to
both hearts alike.
But that which tends to make differing theologians agree, profounilly aDd thoroughly, upon essential points, also tends to make
them diller generously and genially upon non-essentials. Those
who know that, after all, they are one, in fundamental character,
and in fundamental belief; that, after all their disputing. they
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have but one Lord, one faith and one baptism; find it more difficult to maintain a bitter tone and to employ an exasperated
accent' toward each other. The cAnon Christian consciousDess wells up from the lower depths of the lIOul, and, as in those
deep inland lakes which are fed from subterranean fountains,
the sweet waters neutralize and change those bitter or brackish
surface currents that have in them the taint of the shores; per.
haps the washings of civilization.
While, therefore, a wide acquaintance with. the varieties of
statement which appear in scientific orthodoxy, does not in the
least render the mind indifferent to that essential truth-which
every man must believe or be lost eternally, it at the same time
induces a generous ant! genial temper among differing theologians. The controversies of the Christian church have unquestionably been a benefit to systematic theology, and that mind
must have a very meagre ideo. of the comprehensiveness and
pregnancy of Divine revelation, who supposes that the Christian
mind could have derived out of it that great system of doctrinal
knowledge which is to outlive all the constructions of the philosophic mind, without any sharp controversy, or keen examination
among theologians. That structure did not and could not rise
like Thebes, at the mellifluous lIOund of Amphion's lute; it did
not rear itself up like the Jewish temple without BOund of hammer, or axe, or any tool of iron. Slowly, and with difficulty, was
it upreared, by hard toil, amid opposition from foes without and
foes within, and through much earnest mental conflict. And 110
will it contiuue to be rearet! and beautified in the ages that are
to come. 'Ve cannot alter this course of things so long as the
tntth is infinite, and the mind is finite and sees through a glass
darkly.
What is needed, thetefore, is a sweet and ~nerOl;s temper
in all parties as the work goes on. The theologian needs that
great ability: t/,e ability to dljfer genially. It has been the misery
and the disgrace of the church, that too many theologians who
have held the truth, and have held it, too, in its best forms, have
held it, like the heathen, in unrighteousness; have heM it in narrowness and bigotry. They have differed in a hard, dry, \lngenial way. They have forgotten that the rich man can afford to
be liberal; that the strong man need not be constantly ·anxious ;
that 11. scientific and rigorolls orthodoxy should ever look out of a.
beaming, and not 11. sullen, eye.
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Let us be thankful tbat lOme ages in the history of the cburch
furnish us examples that cheer and in.truct Look back at that
most interesting period, tlliio period of the Reformation, aDd contemplate the profound agreement upon essentials and the genial
disagreement upon non-essentials, that prevailed among die
leaders then. Martin Luther and John Calvin were two theologians who differed as greatly in mental structure, and in their
spontaneous mode of contemplating and constructing doctrines,
as is possible for two minds npon the same side of the great
controversy between orthodoxy and heresy. No man will say
that the differences between Lutheranism and Calvinism are
minor or unimportant. Probably anyone would say that, if
those two men were able to feel the common Christian fellowship; to enjoy the communion of saints; and to realize with
tenderne88 their common relationship to the Head of the church;
there is no reason why all men who are properly within the pale
of orthodoxy shol1ld not do the same.
Tum now to the letters of both of these men; written in the
midst of that controversy which was going on between the two
portions of the Reformed, and which resulted, not, however,
through the desire or the influence of these two great men, but
through the bitterness of their adherents, in their division into
two distinct churches; and wit,uess the common genial feeling
that prevailed. Hear Luther in his letter to Bucer sending his
cordial greeting to Calvin whose books he has read with singular pleasure: cum nngula.ri voluptate. Hear Calvin declaring his
willing and glad readiness to subscribe to the Augsbllrg Coufession, interpreting it upon the sacramental question as the Lutherans themselves authorized him to do.1 Above all, turn to that
burst, from Calvin, of affectionate feeling towards Melanchthon,
which gives itself vent in the midst of one of his stern controversial tracts, like the music of fiutes silencing for a momeut the
1 Henry's Life of C"lvin, II. pp. 96, 99. It is interesting aud instructive to
witness the liberal fL't'ling of ,he sriclllific and rigorously onhodox Athana~ius
towards the SemiaMans themselves. wh~ statemcntofthe doctrine oftbe Trinity
be regarded to be inadequate. See the quotation from Atltmwui". tk S!JftPdi-.
~
i. Gieseler, Chap. 11 .• 83, and the refereuce to HJ4ri1lll tk Synod,.., • 76.
Sa,. Augustine: .. they wbo do not penillaciou~ly defeud their opinion, false and
pervene tbongb it be, ~pecia\ly when it does not spring (rom the audacity of
their own presumption, while they seek the truth with cantions solicitude, and
are prepared to correct tbemselves when they hue found it, are by DO mllaDll to
be ranked among hereuca.- Epiltle
NeWlll&n'. Libnry Venion.
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clang of war-cymbals and the blare of the trumpet: II 0 Philip
Melanchthon, to thee I address myself, to thee who art now living in the presence of God with Jesus 'Christ, and there awaitest
us, till death shall unite us in the enjoyment of Divine peace.
A hundred times hast. thou said to me, when weary with so
much labor and oppressed with so many burdens, thou laidst thy
head upon my breast, • God grant, God grant, that 1 may now
die !"'1
The theology of Richard Baxter differs from the theology ot
John Owen by some important modifications, and each of these
two types of Calvinism will probably perpetuate itself in the
church to the end of time ; but the confidence which both of these
grea.t men cherished towards each other, should go along down
with these systems through the ages and generations of time.
But what surer method can be employed to produce and perpetuate this catholic and liberal feeling among the various typel!J
and schools of orthodox theology, than to impart to all of them
the broad views of history? And what surer method than thil!J
-can be taken to diminish the number and bring about more unity
of opinion in the department of systematic theology? . For it is
one great effect of history to coalesce and harmonize. It introduces mutual modifications, by showing opponents that their
predecessors were nearer together than they themselves are, by
tracing the now widely separated opinions hack to that point of
d~parture where they were once very near together; and, above
all, by causing all parties to remember, what all are 80 liable to .
forget in the heat of controversy, that all fonruf of orthodoxy took
their first origin in the Scriptures, and that, therefore, all theological controversy should be carried on with a constant reference to this one infallible standard, which can teach but one
infallible system.
I have thus considered the nature of the historic spirit and its
influence both upon the secular and .theoiogical mind, in order
to indicate my own deep sense of the importance of the department in which I have been called to give instruction by the guardians of this Institution. The first instinctive feelings would
have f>hrunk from the weight of the great burden imposed, and
the extent of the very great field opened; though in an institu, tWn where the pleasant years of professional study were all
1

Heory'. Life of Calvio, I. 239.
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spent; thongh in an ancient institution. made illuatrioua and
in1luential. through the land and the world. by the labors of the
venerated dead and the honored living. But it doe. not become
the individual to yield to his individuality. Tbe stream of Dinne
Providence. 10 signally conspicuous in the life of the church,
and of ita members. is the stream upon which the diffident as well
as the confident must alike cast themselves. And he who enten
upon a new course onabor for the church of God, with just views
of the greatness and glory of the kingdom. and of the comparative unimportance of any individual member, will be moat likely
to perform a work that will beat harmome with the deve10pmeDt
and progrell of the great whole.

ARTICLE VII.
CHAUCER AND HIS TDlES.
By M. P. Cue, )[. A., Newburyport., M ....
ML ADDI80K has somewhere said, that .. a reader seldom
perosC8 a book till he knows whether the author of it be a
black or a fair m&n; of a mild or choleric disposition; married
or baohelor, with other particulBll of the like nature that conduce .ery much to the right understanding of an author."
Whether we accept the assertion and adopt the implied concht.ion or not, it ill a fact that, in seeking for a life of many of the
imperial geniuses of the world, we are oBliged to reverse this
process and read 'taeir biography chiefly in their works. Of
Homer we know neither how nor where he lived nor when he
died. Very little of outward biography has come to U8 of most
of the great poets of antiquity; and, even in respect to Shakspeare, the most of his external life seems to have got equally
beyond the research of the antiquary and the industry of the
historian. How intense, indeed, would be our intere8t in the
details of his early life, and that succession of years which intervened between his marriage and his tight to London, where his

